
Decathlon Israel Workshop services

Maintenance, repair and customization of products that were developed for our customers and support
their sports experience.

To enjoy the workshop services, you must come to any of our stores and bring the product with you for
diagnostics. Go to the customer service desk or the workshop desk. After diagnosing the product, you will
receive a price quote for the repair and an additional explanation of the process. If you choose to repair
the product, you will leave it with us for 7-14 business days and you can return and pick it up after
receiving an update that the product has returned to the service station.

At the service station you will be given an invoice which you can pay at one of the store's cash registers.

*The price is for service only and does not include spare parts. A quote for spare parts will be provided as
needed. The diagnosis and quote are provided free of charge.

The full range of care and repair services can be found throughout our workshops in stores.

The service is provided for Decathlon's house brands only, service for external branded products can be
found in the warranty policy on the website www.decathlon.co.il/iw/content/66-warranty-policy.

cycling services

Service Description Item code Price ILS

direction / steering

stem change includes headset
adjustment, removal
handle, grips, shifter
does not include:

accessories removal
road bike handle

8187000 99.9₪

adjust stem height
(adjustable stem)

nothing to add 8187000 99.9₪

headset adjustment nothing to add 8041532 60₪

headset spacer change includes headset
adjustment

8335269 80₪

star washer change includes headset
adjustment

8335269 80₪

handlebar change includes to change the
grips, shifters and brake
levers. not for road bikes.

does not include:
removal accessories

8187000 140₪



bearing headset
greasing

bearing headset
greasing and cleaning

before greasing

5950471 235₪

bmx rotor change includes headset
adjustment

includes brake
adjustment

8336696 235₪

headset change includes headset
adjustment

8336696 235₪

change several steering
parts at the same time

headset change and/or
headset adjustment

and/or
stem change and/or

handlebar change and/or
star washer change

and/or
bmx rotor change

8336696 99.9₪

transmission

front or rear derailleur
change

adjustment of derailleur
is included

6097019 75₪

chain change
shorten the chain
change the fastlink

adjustment of derailleur
is included

5866705 44₪

gear cable and outer
cable change for

derailleur and brake

includes adjustment of
gears. includes
1 circuit + cable +

housing (spare parts not
included)

5950331 48₪

front derailleur
adjustment

back derailleur
adjustment

nexus adjustment
adjustment tension chain

singlespeed

up to 2 derailleurs 6219688 65₪

freewheel or cassette
change

includes gear adjustment
includes brake caliper

adjustment if wheel is put
back on the bike

5866756 40₪

brake cable and outer
cable change

change cable and

includes brake
adjustment

5950331 48₪



housing back brake bmx

change a cable interior
frame

includes adjustment of
gears.

includes 1 circuit

8598745 90₪

bottom bracket change
tightening bottom bracket

for all the bottom
brackets

includes the removal and
replacement of the
pedals and crank set
includes adjustment of
the front and back

derailleur

5866977 120₪

fit rear drop-out/hanger /
bottle carrier/wire

includes adjustment or
replacement of rear
derailleur. includes
changing chain.

685514 120₪

chain tensioner or belt
change

includes brake
adjustment

not included refitting
accessories

8335272 105₪

crank set change
crankset chainring

includes gear adjustment
includes removal and
refitting of pedals

5866713 105₪

drop-out/hanger change
straightening dropout

hanger

includes gear adjustment
does not include truing

wheel

685514 120₪

gear shifter change includes gear adjustment
and outer cable change
not for road or combo

shifters

5866772 105₪

drop-out/hanger tapping
bottom bracket tapping

2885254 70₪

changing several
transmission parts at the

same time

bottom bracket tightening
and/or

derailleur change and/or
gear shifter change

and/or
combo/road shifter
change and/or

crank set change and/or
bottom bracket change

and/or
chain change and/or

8335372 235₪



chain shortening and/or
quick release link/power

link change and/or
jockey wheel change

and/or
fee wheel or cassette

change and/or
drop-out/hanger change

and/or
drop-out/hanger tapping

and/or
gear adjustment and/or
gear cable and outer
cable change and/or

chain ring change and/or
transmission cleaning

and/or
chain anti jump change

transmission cleaning disassembling the
transmission parts/

clean, re-assemble the
transmission

transmission = chain,
cassette, bottom bracket,

der front:back
not included: cable

8336841 185₪

wheels

front wheel inner tube
and/or tyre change
rear wheel inner tube
and/or tyre change

includes brake caliper
front and back

adjustment if wheel is put
back on the bike

5950277 28₪

transform to tubeless
tyre

8598746 95₪

change tubeless tire 8598747 48₪

anti puncture slime fitting includes inflating tyre 8332619 45₪

valve change tubeless 5950277 28₪

front wheel change
rear wheel change

includes brake caliper
adjustment if wheel is put
back on the bike and
change cassette

comprend pas: disc
change (add 1 change

disc)

6074663 65₪

truing wheel wheel 1 truing 5950250 44₪



adjusting brakes not
included

change disc brake include the disc change
and adjustment of the

gear

8671365 85₪

1. caliper/drum 1 change
2. can also be used for:
change a wheel with:
special brake type
cantilever brakes
road bike brakes
drum brake

includes caliper
adjustment

includes drum brake
adjustment

8187027 89.9₪

spoke replacement (3
max)

includes wheel truing
and changing tire

includes gear & brake
adjustment if wheel put

back on bike and
cassette

not included: disc
change or tubeless prep

5950242 85₪

hub tightening only if bearings and cup
are ok

3313935 65₪

bearing lubrication
hub lubrication

nothing to add 5950471 140₪

wheel bearing change
axle change (eastern

countries)

includes lubrication
includes hub adjustment
(tightening & balancing)

8187187 174.9₪

drum brake wheel
change

sturmey wheel change
nexus wheel change

includes brake & gear
adjustment if wheel is put

back on bike
does not include removal
& replacement of chain

guard

6074639 140₪

changing several wheel
parts at the same time

hub tightening and/or
inner tube and/or tyre

change and/or
hub lubrication and/or
spoke replacement +
wheel truing and/or
wheel truing and/or
tubeless tyre change

and/or
free hub body/k7 and/or

tubeless repair
bearing change and/or

8335399 235₪



tubular tyre change the glue is not included 2820691 160₪

changing cassette body nothing to add 8187187 174.9₪

brakes

adjust all types of brakes includes the adjustment
of two brakes

8041535 42₪

pad change 1 pair
disc brake pad change 1

pair

includes caliper
adjustment

6208864 46₪

brake lever change
( not road bike)

includes brake
adjustment

5866691 80₪

hydraulic brake bleeding pads replace included 8187034 120₪

road bike lever change
combo (lever & shifter)

change

includes gear and brake
cable & outer cable

change
includes gear and brake

adjustment
includes grip/bar tape
change if necessary

8335279 150₪

inner tube and/or tyre
change drum brake

wheel

brake adjustment
included

6074701 90₪

change several braking
parts at the same time

brake bleeding and/or
front and back brake,
brake lever change

and/or
brake adjustment and/or
brake pad change and/or
disc brake pad change

and/or
brake cable and outer
cable change and/or
brake caliper change

disc change
drum brake change
olive change and/or
hose change and/or
rotor change and/or
upper and lower bmx
brake cable change

and/or
fit mechanical disc brake

kit and/or
fit hydraulic brake kit

and/or

8766625 260₪



position

pedal change all types nothing to add 3315970 38₪

seat post clamp change seatpost with
suspension, cable

change is not included

8187066 38₪

seat post change nothing to add 8187066 38₪

saddle change nothing to add 8187066 38₪

handlebar tape change includes both sides of
bars

does not include cable
and outer cable change

on road bikes

8335276 70₪

rear shock change includes weight
adjustment set-up if

applicable

5873531 185₪

pin change nothing to add 5873531 185₪

rear shock spacer
change

nothing to add 5873531 185₪

bearing change system nothing to add 8187187 210₪

triangle change nothing to add 8187198 174.9₪

triangle bearing change nothing to add 8187198 210₪

frame change new spare parts are not
included

6239190 640₪

assembling a bike from
zero

new spare parts are not
included

5866993 560₪

fork change includes fitting star
washer if necessary

includes cutting steerer
tube to size

5950439 235₪

e-bike

battery diagnosis diagnose the battery,
reassemble the battery.
the client brings only the

battery.

8598708 42₪

battery change the diagnostic of the
battery is included +
exchange components
that support the battery.
the client comes with the
bike. controle of the

8335282 105₪



cables included.

shimano steps update +
diagnostic

update, diagnose and
disassemble the tool.

8514483 140₪

brose update +
diagnostic

update, diagnose and
disassemble the tool.

8598713 140₪

dkt update + diagnostic update, diagnose and
disassemble the tool. 8598714

140₪

bosch update +
diagnostic

update, diagnose and
disassemble the tool.

8598716 140₪

change motor in the
wheel

disassembly / assembly
of the whole motor wheel

8598697 70₪

change display / remote 8598717 34₪

change controller +
holder

changing controller and
its battery compartment 8598718

65₪

change controller tilt /
hoptown

change of controller on
foldable e-bikes

8598719 65₪

change cable set
elops/tilt

8598698 60₪

change set cable
rockrider/riverside

8598701 60₪

change motor cable tilt changing the cable set 8598702 60₪

change power cable replacement of power
cable.

for every motor from
brose and shimano

8598704 120₪

change motor cable
original/elops

change the motor's
cable,

8598710 65₪

change brake lever with
sensor

change of the brake
lever, including brake
cable change( if
necessary)

8598732 65₪

change cadence sensor
elops

change of sensor 8598730 85₪

change speed sensor
brose

8598727 85₪

change speed sensor
shimano

for shimano only 8598728 85₪

change cadence sensor
original

replacement of the
sensor (if necessary of
the magnetic disc also).

8598729 135₪



change torque sensor in
bottom bracket

8598731 135₪

change wheel with motor change the motor from a
wheel. (included tire,
cassette and disc)

8188967 130₪

change the belt of a
brose motor

for brose motor only 8770225 280₪

change central motor shimano steps /
brose/bosch motors

8598693 120₪

change lock with key 8598720 90₪

change lock without key 8598721 90₪

change shimano light
module

8598726 90₪

searching for the defect
by visually checking the

components

verification connections
verification battery

charge
verification charger
verification error code
not included change of

components

8761495 55₪

searching root cause
electrical breakdown

8187391

185₪

packages

6 months safety check
service

handlebar,stem,pedal,se
at post and saddle

wheel hubs
fork control

headset adjustment
brake levers

brake pads/disc pads
gear and brake cable

tension
front and rear gear

chain lubrication and tyre
pressures

front and rear derailleurs
wheel truing bottom

bracket check the folding
system of the stem

3232552 165₪

6 months safety check
ebike

handlebar,stem,
pedal,seat post and

saddle

8598743 140₪



wheel hubs
fork control
headset

n brake levers
brake pads/disc pads
gear and brake cable

tension
front and rear gear

chain lubrication and tyre
pressures

front and rear derailleurs
wheel truing

bottom bracket the
folding system
stem of the bikes

+ update of the software
+ diagnostic of the

battery
+ diagnostic of the motor
+ check up the electrical

cables

cleaning bike outdoor bike cleaning done
outside using a pressure

washer.
does not include

cleaning/degreasing the
transmission

8671370 42₪

safety labour pack handlebar tightening
stem tightening

headset adjustment
set the angle and tighten

brake levers
adjust brake pads/disc

pads
adjust gear and brake

cable tension
cranks + pedals chain

rings tightening
adjust & lubricate front
and rear gears + shifters

chain lubrication
wheel truing
tyre pressures
adjust hub axles
check + tighten +

lubricate seat post +
saddle

5950382 200₪



bottom bracket tightening
not included

check the folding system
and the stem of the bikes

safety labor pack e-bike handlebar tightening
stem tightening

headset adjustment
set the angle and tighten

brake levers
adjust brake pads/disc

pads
adjust gear and brake

câble tension
cranks + pedals chain

rings tightening
adjust & lubricate front
and rear gears + shifters

chain lubrication
wheel truing
tyre pressures
adjust hub axles
check + tighten +

lubricate seat post +
saddle

bottom bracket tightening
not included

check the folding system
and the stem of the bikes
+ update du software
+ diagnostics battery

+ checking the
connections of the

e-câbles

8598744 280₪

basic fork service for forks without oil
included: remove fork,
cleaning and greasing

not included: spare parts,
such as joints

5866950 140₪

hydraulic fork service does not contain the
seals

includes oil change,
cleaning, greasing and
pressurizing forks

8591957 360₪

full service labor pack change all parts and
make all adjustments
necessary + lubricate +

8591959 360₪



grease
does not include

changing or servicing of
any hydraulic parts

accessories

handlebar grip change 1 quantity 5950005 26₪

stand fitting 1 quantity 5950005 26₪

cycle computer fitting 1 quantity 5950005 26₪

bell fitting 1 quantity 5950005 26₪

bulb change 1 quantity 5950005 26₪

assemble or change
dynamo

1 quantity 5950005 26₪

clip on light fitting 1 quantity 5950005 26₪

pedal strap fitting 1 quantity 5950005 26₪

montage 1 porte bidon 1 quantity 5950005 26₪

montage stabilisateurs 1 quantity 5950005 26₪

pose/depose carter de
velo

3 quantities 5950005 26₪

pannier/luggage rack
fitting

1 quantity 5950005 26₪

fitting mudguard carrier 5950498 80₪

pannier/luggage rack
fitting

5950498 80₪

change carrier
/mudguard with an

integrated light system

5866632 210₪

assembling a new light
system with dynamo

dynamo + wires + lights
front & rear

5866632 210₪

urban glide

scooters

accessories

grip change 8629003 60₪

kickstand change 8537798
34₪

bell change 8541222
34₪

wheel change 8629004 24₪



direction

handle,peg,handlebar,cla
mp change

handlebar, handle or
pegs change on a

scooter 8629850 38₪

collar clamp change clamp change on a
scooter 8629853 28₪

headset change headset change on a
scooter 8629854 60₪

push pin change push-pin set change on a
scooter 8629855 34₪

headset support change steering bracket change
on adult electric scooter 8629856 60₪

junior handlebar and
handle change

handlebar and handles
change on a junior

scooter 8591975 28₪

handle support change handle support change
on a scooter 8591970 34₪

compression system
change

compression system
change on a freestyle

scooter 8591966 48₪

front mudguard change front mudguard change
on a junior scooter 8591974 70₪

fork change fork change on a junior
scooter 8591969 70₪

handel change handles change on a
junior scooter 8538230 75₪

easy handle kit change easy handle change on
scooter 8541857 55₪

electrical scooters

r900e/r920e accelerator
change

changing the accelerator
on the r900e or r920e 8740922 ₪100

r900e/r920e battery
change

changing the battery on
the r900e or r920e 8740930 90₪

r900e/r920e controller
change

changing the controller
on the r900e or r920e 8740929 90₪

r900e/r920e display
change

changing the display on
the r900e or r920e 8740927 100₪

r900e/r920e locking kit
change

changing the lock kit on
the r900e or r920e 8740932 70₪

r900e/r920e drum brake changing the drum brake 8740933 120₪



kit change kit on the r900e or r920e

r900e/r920e rear lamp
change

changing the rear lamp
on the r900e or r920e 8740931 42₪

r900e/r920e front lamp
change

changing the front lamp
on the r900e or r920e 8740928 120₪

r900e/r920e lever brake
change

changing the brake lever
on the r900e or r920e 8740924 100₪

electric scooter review

checking the tightness,
the general condition of
the scooter, the wear
parts, the folding

functions and the correct
functioning of the

electrical components

8763530

38₪

electric scooter diagnosis diagnostic on a electric
scooter 8629857 70₪

battery change battery change on a
electric scooter 8569667 42₪

folding captor change
folding front microswitch
change on a electric

scooter 8569673 75₪

display change trigger change on a
electric scooter 8569686 34₪

motor change motor change on a
electric scooter 8569687 60₪

controler change controller change on a
electric scooter 8569688 55₪

brake sensor change
brake rear microswitch
change on a electric

scooter 8569689 100₪

protection plate change protection cover change
on a electric scooter 8569690 38₪

direction cable change direction cable change
on a electric scooter 8569695 100₪

steering bracket change steering bracket change
on adult electric scooter 8569697 100₪

rear foot-brake change rear brake change on a
scooter 8569699 42₪

charging plug change charger plug change on
a electric scooter 8569712 130₪

braking & suspension



rear mudguard change 8629858 48₪

rear mudguard and
suspension change on

town 7 8629859 65₪

rear mudguard change
on town 9ef scooter 8541193 60₪

rear suspension change
on town 9ef scooter

suspension change on a
town 9ef scooter 8541855 60₪

brake lever change
handbrake lever change

on a adult or junior
scooter 8591972 85₪

cable and housing
change

cable and housing
change on a junior or

adult scooter 8591973 85₪

brake case change brake case change on a
junior scooter 8629860 60₪

assembly & maintenance

review of scooters

control of the tightening,
the general state of the
scooter, the wearing
parts and the folding

functions. 8763529 28₪

assembly scooter
adult, junior or freestyle
scooter without pegs

assembling 8629861 24₪

freestyle scooter
assembly with pegs

freestyle scooter
assembling with pegs 8591967 48₪

full grease service
full greasing of the

scooter: folding systems
and headset 8629862 60₪

folding

folding pedal change
folding pedal

changement on a
scooter 8629863 38₪

folding kit change
folding system

changement on a
scooter 8591971 70₪

rollerblades

4 wheels and / or 8
bearings changement

4 wheels and / or 8
bearings changement on
a quad or a inline skate 4619244 38₪



strap change strap changement on a
inline skate 3303271 75₪

brake change on a skate break changement on a
quad or a inline skate 8591976 34₪

skateboard

changing the 4 wheels of
a skateboard and/or

longboard

assembly/disassembly of
the 8 bearings 8781727 60₪

changing the 2 wheels of
a waveboard 8781728 48₪

hiking

hiking poles

hiking stick tip change

replacement of the
broken tip of the hiking

stick

8781668

14₪

hiking stick clamp
change

replacement of the
defective clamp with

new

8741267

70₪

pole repair+cut to size

replacement of one of
the sticks of a pole and
cut to the right length

3277033

48₪

elastic replacement

remplacement of the
broken elastic with the

new one

3276932

42₪

tents

pole assembly
including cut to the right

length
3277068

160₪

replacing 2 sec poles

replacement of a
broken two seconds
pole with the new one

8291855

105₪

air beam replacement

replacement of the
damaged air beam of
an air tent with the new

one

8761721

140₪

flysheet replacement
(with the poles)

replacement of the
damaged flysheet

(poles come with the
new flysheet)

8245359

100₪

tear repair by patch patching the tear/hole 8761692 28₪



on a textile

water sport

sup & kayak

inflatable boat bladder
change bladder boat change 8287790 165₪

inflatable boat valve
change valve boat change 8391252 125₪

fin box change 8618002 210₪

leakage repair on flat
surface 8618003 235₪

leakage repair on
bombed surface 8618004 235₪

resticking under pad 8765235 85₪

change accessories 8765237 85₪

retightening valve 8765238 60₪

additional leakage repair 8765239 55₪

diagnostic inflatable boat visual check of the
condition of the product
and the accessories
present. valve control
and leak detection. 8620376 85₪

high pressure pump
maintenance

disassembly. cleaning
and lubricating the
switch, the shaft and

the interior of the pump.
reassembly. 8675253 38₪

diagnostic 5s full diagnostic of the
product 8675251 380₪

easybreath

easybreath mask parts
change

change of one of the
existing parts for the

easybreath (strap, tuba,
valve) 8376932 24₪

surf board

wax removal 8856106 48₪

cut repair

cutting of the damaged
part, replacement with

new foam, gluing, adding
plastic to seal, welding of
the materials using the 8856124 185₪



heat of an iron.

blister repair 15 x 20 8856127 235₪

blister repair 15 x 40 8856132 280₪

accessory change 8856133 70₪


